
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 26 November 2021 

Year 7 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Sofia M for always showing integrity; Lucas F for showing determination in science. 

Miss Arden would like to appreciate Rocco L for working really hard in maths and making progress with factors! 

Miss Cave would like to appreciate Bobbie D for being kind and looking after his friends; Joel M for determination; Louie Ann B 
for working hard in lessons. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Enrikas K, Mamudo D and Khloe W for being absolutely determined in English and always 
showing 100%. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Lacey F for always being kind and respectful, and showing brilliant effort in her Science 
work. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Bradley L for improved focus and effort in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Charlie L for showing 
determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Laila J for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well 
done; Gabriella C for always being kind and helpful in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Mikey K for working so hard in Maths and showing great accuracy and speed when 
completing his work; Mia-Poppy M for working hard in Maths and doing so well on our factorising topic; Louie-Ann B for always 
being on task, always working hard and being accurate, in Maths; Kyle M for working hard and showing great focus in all his 
Maths lessons! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Barbara S for always being positive, happy and always has a smile for me, and working 
very hard in Lexia,well done Barbara; Naema A for always being positive, happy and always has a smile for me, and working very 
hard in Lexia,well done Naema; Faye A, Gabriella C and Francis W  for always being positive, and working very hard in Lexia,well 
done. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Alydia H for making some fantastic contributions in French lessons, keep it up; Mazigh G 
for trying hard in French and making effort with his pronunciation; Emily R for excellent work in Spanish and always having an 
answer or contribution to make in class; Mikey K for working hard in French and making great contributions; Charlie M for being 
enthusiastic and making some fantastic contributions in French lessons. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Barbara S for always being polite by saying hello to me on the corridor even when I don't 
teach her for any lessons. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Sami B for always working hard and showing determination in science. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Ali H for always putting 100% effort into his work and helping another member of the class; 
Lillie H for showing brilliant determination in History. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Gabriella C, Lewis B, Sophie U, Sabrina C, Jacob H, Frankie W, Beth E and Faye A for 
demonstrating the value of determination during a sporting event by never giving up and always giving 100% effort. Well done 
team; Alydia H for demostrating the values of integrity and respect by helping others. Well done Alydia! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Freeman W for always putting in 100% effort in Geography lessons! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Lexi-mai T for always working to the best of her ability in maths and is always 100% on 
task; Sofia M for always turning up to maths with a lovely smile and offering to give out the books, she always works to the best 
of her ability; Oliver H for always wanting to contribute to the lesson in maths and is working very hard to succeed; Joshua P for 
improving his effort in behaviour in maths and for trying really hard with the work. 

Mr Birch would like to appreciate Aimee K for always showing determination by giving 100% in RE and performing arts! Well 
Done Aimee; Rory E for always showing determination by giving 100% in RE and performing arts! Well Done Rory! 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Sabrina C for always giving 100% in maths; Elise F for working hard in maths this week and 
offering meaningful contributions in class. Well done! 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Rory E for always working well in maths and never giving up. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Joel M, David A and Dorina N for showing excellent determination and respect by working 
hard on all tasks. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Leighton P for helping others in Computer Science. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Mostafa I for always putting 100% into English and being a positive presence in the 
classroom; Mikey K for consistently providing excellent contributions in English. Good work; Tom G for working hard in English 
and always being willing to answer tough questions. Keep it up! 



 

 

 

 

 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Jack D for great contributions in lesson and some excellent independent work, Sophie U 
for showing some great determination and independence to complete work, Joe E for showcasing fantastic knowledge in History 
and always providing outstanding responses, Nicholas K for always being respectful and greeting me across school; Francis W 
for showing great determination to complete his work in lesson; Sofia M for being enthusiastic and making great contributions 
in History lessons; Mazigh G for always being positive and polite. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Marky D for showing 100% grit and determination to improving his badminton skills; Enikas 
K for demonstrating true grit in the extra curricula rugby lesson - well done. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Mamudo D for showing determination and integrity completing all his Science work to the 
best of his ability, always going the extra mile, well done Mamudo; Tom G for always giving 100% determination in science, well 
done Tom; James H for giving 100% effort in all his Science lessons everyday, every week modelling the perfect student, well 
done James. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Bobby D for showing our core value of determination by continuing to work on his project 
through break time. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Mamudo D for always trying his best and pushing himself in French; Heidi K for always giving 
100% in her French lessons. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate James H for writing a fantastic diary entry as Theseus, amazing vocabulary choices and 
wonderful similes; Adeola T for always being eager to help and give the books out every lesson without being asked. She tries 
so hard in lessons and her book is beautifully presented. I love the fact that she is always smiling; Thomas L for being a lovely 
young man who is eager to help others; his written work is always wonderful; Sabrina C for always trying really hard and always 
happy and enthusiastic. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 26 November 2021 

Year 8 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate John M, Mia E and Kacy T for showing determination and producing brilliant chemistry. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Benjamin E for an improved attitude in English and being on task, keep it up Ben; Ella E 
and Sonnie L for being absolutely determined in English and always showing 100%. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Lewis C for always being focussed and ready to learn in Science; Mykel B for always being 
kind and respectful to me, and asking me how I am doing. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Grace R for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Ethan H for 
improved focus and effort in Spanish lessons. keep it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate her whole year 8 Maths class for working so hard and being focused, especially during 
Do Nows. I am so proud of how you are progressing! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Ruby B, John M, Louis F and Daniel N for being absolutely determined in Lexia and always 
showing 100%. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ella E for showing integrity and being on task and for always helping to tidy away the 
booklets; Miles Y for working hard in Spanish and always trying his best; Sonnie L for showing determination to improve in 
Spanish lessons and for showing excellent focus. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Amy D for showing incredible determination in PE when it came to learning a new skill. 
Well done Amy; Joana G for always being so well mannered and lovely. She tries hard in lessons and is a joy to teach; Princess 
A for showing determination in PE lessons and always being polite and kind. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Casey B for always being on task and producing great work in science. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Benjamin E for brilliant contributions in History; Peter W for making brilliant improvements 
in History. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lucas E, Jamie F, Aaron W and Louis F for showing the values of integrity and respect 
during an intervention session by always being polite and well mannered. Well done; Teddy N for showing the value of 
determination by showing a positive attitude toward learning. Well done Teddy; Sam A for showing the value of determination 
by giving 100% effort towards work in Science. Well done Sam; Roxi J for showing the values of determination and repect by 
always being polite and well mannered. Well done Roxi! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Jamie F and Ethan H for always being a massive help and giving out the books during 
DEAR time; Kate F for always giving 100% in her Geography lessons; Ava C for improving her attitude to learning in Geography 
recently, amazing effort the past couple of weeks! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Shade I for working really well with equations this week and being confident with answering 
questions; Mia E for solving difficult linear equations in maths lessons this week. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Jack E for contributing in class and making progress with solving equations; Mia B for making 
brilliant improvements in maths this week - well done; Lee O for making a real effort in maths this week - well done! 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Daniel D for his fantastic attitude in maths lessons, never giving up and always giving 100%. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Lorien R for working hard and always being respectful. Good job; Charlie H for always 
contributing well to English lessons and showing a real drive to learn. Very impressive; Wisdom J for working hard in English and 
continuing to push yourself to improve. Great work! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Alicia A for much improved attitude in History and approach to lessons; Damilola A for 
always showing great interest and enthusiasm in History; Thomas K for demonstrating powerful knowledge in History lessons; 
Brandan M for positively contributing in lessons with some excellent show call answers; Joseph O for taking his passion for 
History outside of the classroom and showing intentions to visit the Maritime museum in town; Ella E and James P for 
consistently positive contributions in History lessons; Lucas S and Alfie W for a really improving his contributions in class with 
outstanding show call answers. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Lorien R for showing 100% grit and determination at the extra curricula Rugby practice; 
Jack B for showing 100% determination within the sport of badminton. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Isabella W for showing determination and integrity completing all her Science work to the 

best of her ability, always going the extra mile, well done Isabella; Teddy N for always giving 100% determination in science, 

answering questions with confidence and completing his work to the best of his abilty, well done Teddy. 



 

 

 

 

 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Molly P and Leah P for showing our core values of determination, intergrity and respect by 
being  exceptionally hard working and helpful during her DT lessons and after school. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate her Y8 DT group  for excellent sewing skills, determination and wonderful behaviour during 
our DT lesson; Ben E for improved focus and effort during Morning Meeting and Dear time. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Ben E for trying his best in French this week; Leah P for trying really hard in French lessons. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate James P for being an absolute legend! Polite, helpful, hardworking, eager to answer 
questions and always on task. He is an absolute dream to teach; Lacey-May T for showing a real determination and desire to 
improve, well done Lacey; Peter W for improving so much the past couple of lessons. He is working hard, eager to answer 
questions and is showing pride in his work. Please keep this up Peter, watching you enjoy your lessons has made me very happy; 
Taqua A for being a dream pupil! She is helpful, hardworking, polite and happy to help others. Taqua you should be very proud 
of yourself because I am; Daniel D for being a hard worker who shows determination and always produces fantastic work; Joana 
G for being a star pupil, she is: positive, polite, hardworking and always smiling! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 26 November 2021 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Alex R for being absolutely determined in English and always showing 100%. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Evie M for making a brilliant effort to improve in Science, learn more, and be a little bit better 
every day. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ava M, Lexi K and Rebecca J for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; 
Jamie F for fantastic contributions to Spanish lessons. Well done; Alexis S for excellent engagement in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Callum M for working really hard this week in Maths and completing some tough questions; 
Bruno B for showing great focus and working really hard in his Maths lessons. Keep it up; Grace O for always working hard, being 
focused and showing great initiative this week! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Andrew O for working hard in Spanish every lesson and bringing positivity into the class; Jeffery 
E for always working hard in Spanish and giving 100% to everything we do; Elleasia J for consistently doing her best in Spanish and 
making some great progress! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Lois J for producing excellent work in science and making brilliant contributions. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Alex C, James W, Taylor M, Jamie M, Harry J and Charley B for showing determination by holding 
their equipment extremely high during the equipment check. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Olivia B for showing brilliant determination in history and making great contributions; Ryan B for 
showing an improvment in history and in his concentration; Alexis D for making significant improvements in history! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Ryan B for really improving his attitude to learning in Geography recently, well done; Ellierose 
M for always putting 100% effort in her geography lessons; Harrison T for aways being a great help in the classroom and giving 100% 
in every lesson. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Reece D for providing perfectly worded explanations using all of the correct vocabulary in maths. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Sam L for continued focus in Mathematics demonstrating real integrity and determination. 

Mr Anderton and Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Melissa N for amazing notes made in her exercise book to improve learning. 
Keep up the work. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Millie C for always being a superstar in Maths - never giving up no matter how difficult it gets! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Oliver K for showing determination in producing great feedback in his extended writing task; 
Gintas M for producing excellent work. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Jessica K for excellent work during recent maths lessons and helping out those around her. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Maddy P for fantasic Answers in Computer science lessons; Ethan l for fantasic answers in 
computer science . 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Benjamin W for providing excellent contributions in English (and pointing out my spelling 
mistakes!). Fantastic work, Ben; Faye F for working hard in English and being a positive presence in the classroom; Morgan D for 
showing determination to work hard and improve. Very impressive! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Charley B for always showing a positive attitude in lessons and contributing great answers; 
Daisy O for improving with her contributions in History; Maddie P for showing a really positive attitude in History with great work and 
brilliant responses; Wealth O for always showing superb knowledge recall in Do Now activities; Alexander G for always being polite, 
friendly and leading by example; Aize I for being polite and friendly in our conversations. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Sean D for demonstrating true grit within his badminton lesson; Harrison T for showing integrity 
to improving his badminton skills. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Nadia A for showing determination and integrity completing all her Science work to the best of her 
ability, always going the extra mile, well done Nadia; Sean D for giving 100% in his Science lessons and never giving up with his work, 
keep it up Sean. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Elleasia J for producing an amazing piece of gothic writing recently, with amazing use of language 
devices and sentence structure; Daisy M for being a model pupil, she is always on task, eager to learn and wants to improve. She also 
produced an amazing piece of gothic writing recently, with amazing use of language devices and sentence structure. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Taylor M and Sophie E for showing determination and completing her homework to an excellent 
standard in DT. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 26 November 2021 

Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Gbolade T, Konstantin B, Preslav M, Lee W and Kyriaki G for being absolutely determined 
in English and always showing 100%. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Thomas H and Abbie H for always being on task and putting great effort into Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Annie B for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Thomas H for 
working hard in every Spanish lesson. Well done; Joesph R for excellent contributions to Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Ethan T for great work during our angles topic this week. Keep up the accurate work; 
Georgia H for good focus during the angles topic this week. Keep up this good work; Leo B for great engagement during DEAR 
time and crafting a great possible sequel for Pigeon English! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Leighton H for always working hard and competing all tasks. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Andrea Z for showing determination and working hard in football even if she did blast the 
ball at me in goal! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Jacob P for being extra hardworking and determined in science, well done! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Luca C for showing determination and brilliant enthusiasm in history! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Ellie O for always working hard in maths and having a go at the difficult questions; Emma 
C for providing some fantastic explanations in maths this week and last week. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Connor H for his excellent effort and focus shown in his recent maths lessons. Well done. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Thomas B for continued excellent contributions in English - showing great determination 
and memory; Kyriaki G and Sienna D for excellent effort in all written work in English; Libby B for respectfully correcting a 
misquote to help the class develop a clearer understanding in English. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Joshua A for fantastic focus in History! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Joseph R for showing determination and respect in every English lesson. Keep up the good 
work! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate James H for working hard in English and always demonstrating our core value of respect. 

Mr Roberts would like to appreciate Jacob P for showing renewed determination during his French lessons. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Leighton H for being determined and always trying his best; Reece M for always providing 
superb answers and showing great knowledge; Leo B for producing superb extended writing answers and showing great 
enthusiasm for History; Bella B for always working hard and showing great concentration in lessons; Gbolade T for a good 
approach in History and focus in lessons throughout the week; Charlize M for a great attitude in History when returning from 
absence and showing desire to catch up; Matthew A for a great attitude in History when returning from absence and showing 
desire to catch up; Tom D for being hardworking, eager to answer questions and show a real maturity in his work. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Michael M for showing 100% determination within his football skills; William W for 
demonstrating outstanding football skills. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Luca C for showing determination and giving 100% in his Science work this week, massive 
improvement well done Luca; Elyse C for showing determination and showing big improvements in her Science work this week, 
well done Elyse. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Jess T for excellent behaviour and wonderful work in Art; Elyse C for always working and 
hard, and producing excellent work in Art. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Eva C for being a lovely member of my advisory group and always making me smile; Steven 
B for always trying his best in French. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Thomas H for showing excellent determination and learning habits in Monday's lesson. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate David D for being hardworking, eager to answer questions and show a real maturity in his 
work; Lucy D for showing enthusiasm and a desire to gain knowledge and for producing fantastic work consistently; Leo B for 
working away quietly and without fuss every lesson, I can always rely on Leo to be on task and working hard. 

Mrs Kokosalakis would like to appreciate David D for excellent contributions and explanations in DT. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 26 November 2021 

Year 11 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Esther A, Michael W, Brodie G, Olajuwon A and Abigail V for being absolutely determined 
in English and always showing 100%. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Taylor L for excellent use of tractor phrases in your work. Well done! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Jason J for showing the value of determination during a sporting event by never giving up 
and always giving 100% effort. Well done Jason; Sam D for showing the value of determination during a sporting event by never 
giving up and always giving 100% effort. Well done Sam! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Dominic J, Callum A, Sarah W, Sophie H, Josh M and Connor M for sustained focus and 
participation in every single science lesson. Great determination. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Patryk B for being a trigonometry wizard and achieving 100% on his homework task; Maddi 
R for achieving 84% on a difficuly trigonometry homework; Esther A for achieving 80% on a difficult trigonometry homework; 
Josh G for achieving 88% on a difficult trigonometry homework; Lucy I for achieving 64% on a difficult trigonometry homework; 
Emily L for achieving 60% on a difficult trigonometry homework. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Abi V for her continued excellent effort in maths both in and outside of school. Well done. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Diana R and Esther A for showing excellent determination by completing additional work 
in preparation for assessments in English; Emma N for excellent effort in class work in English. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Ellis J for continued hard work in creative media lessons; Cameron J for excellent 
explanations in the Do Now's in creative media. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Josh G for all round brilliance in History - well done! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Luke R for some really good contributions this week in History; Liam P for always being 
polite, hard working, showing great focus and recalling knowledge; Matthew P for always being engaged in learning and making 
positive contributions in lessons; Abigail K for continuing to work hard in lessons and making good progress; Katie O for always 
being positive towards learning and engaged in class discussions. 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Zak L for excellent effort within the cardiac cycle by showing 100% grit and determination; 
George T for excellent effort within the cardiac cycle by showing 100% determination; Reece S for showing 100% grit and 
determination by identifying the cardiac cycle. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Michael F for always giving 100% in his Chemistry lesson, completing all his work to the best 
of his ability, keep it up Michael; Joseph A for showing determination and resilience in all his Chemistry lessons, confidence in 
answer questions, well done Joseph. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Michael F for always working hard in German lessons; Ruby M for always working hard in 
her French lessons. 

Mrs Cubbon would like to appreciate Katy T, Lily-May B, Deryn C, Lara B, Connie Pand Hallie H for amazing concentration and 
effort in their Language Paper 1 Section A assessment. You could hear a pin drop! I am so proud of them! 

 


